2017: GALANG’S 9TH YEAR AT THE
FRONTLINES OF LBT ADVOCACY

GALANG in 2017 made significant strides
toward advancing the rights and well-being of
lesbians, bisexual women, and trans men.
GALANG is nine years old and we’ve come a long way from a fledgling feminist
human rights organization to standing at the precipice of historic legislative victory.
The SOGIE Equality Bill (formerly the Anti-discrimination Bill), a landmark piece of
legislation was passed during the Third and Final Reading at the Philippine House
of Representatives. Although the Bill has yet to become law, it’s a most heartening
development for GALANG and LGBT advocates from all over the country who have
fought tirelessly for its passage for nearly two decades.
Also this year, we had the opportunity to share the results of GALANG’s
Well-Being Index Study with allies and partners from civil society and government
organizations. The study highlights the experiences and realities of urban poor LBTs,
and how these factors influence their overall sense of well-being. GALANG hopes the
study will serve as a baseline for future interventions and programs.
GALANG’s inclusive and gender-responsive Comprehensive Sexuality Education
(CSE) training sessions have yielded valuable insights and lessons. The CSE training
is designed to deepen participants’ understanding of SOGIE and sexuality concepts
centered around well-being. Because majority of the training participants (56%)
belong to extended families and large households, family outreach is a critical
component of GALANG’s community development and advocacy work. Hence,
GALANG invited past participants of GALANG’s Family Acceptance and Diversity
(FAD) Initiative to attend the CSE training sessions together with their LBT relatives

because increasing LBT family participation not only creates a more dynamic and
conducive learning experience, it’s also effective in promoting acceptance and
preventing displacement. Having a safe, supportive, and accepting home environment
is key to developing a healthy mindset and contributes greatly to one’s overall sense of
well-being.
As part of GALANG’s efforts to promote equality and non-discrimination in
the workplace, the organization conducted numerous SOGIE orientations throughout
the year. Participants came from various sectors and industries--hospitals, media,
production, labor, etc. It’s worth mentioning that Quezon City’s Anti-Discrimination
Ordinance is the fruit of many years of advocacy and organizing work by GALANG
and other LGBT advocacy groups that worked with the Quezon City government in its
crafting and passage. GALANG hopes that more cities follow Quezon City’s example
and commitment to human rights.
GALANG grew its family in 2017 too! GALANG’s fifth partner LBT People’s
Organization (LPO), Lesbian Organization for Unity and Diversity (LOUD) held its first
General Assembly in June. GALANG proudly witnessed LOUD’s milestone event and
shared messages of solidarity and support. GALANG is excited to help LOUD take a
leadership role in their community in Barangay Loyola Heights, Quezon City through
advocacy and capacity building.
Ending 2017 on a high note, GALANG presented its work on family acceptance
and comprehensive sexuality education at the 2017 ILGA-Asia in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia and the 9th APCRSHR in Halong Bay, Vietnam.
We at GALANG, are profoundly grateful for the support of our allies, partners,
friends, and families. We hope to make you proud as we continue to make strides
toward advancing the rights and well-being of lesbians, bisexual women, and trans
men.
										Warmly,
										
										Anne Lim
										Executive Director

LPOs Celebrate Milestones and
Welcome New Partners

LOVE Holds 6th General
Assembly

April 8, 2017
Blas Roque, Barangay Bagbag
Quezon City

“Kapit Lang:” Standing Strong
and Moving Forward for 7 Years
May 22, 2017
Barangay Pansol, Quezon City

To New Beginnings: LOUD Holds
First General Assembly
June 2, 2017
Barangay Loyola Heights, Quezon
City

Celebrating 5 Years: LFR Holds
Annual General Assembly

August 20, 2017
Barangay Batasan Hills, Quezon City

GALANG’s partner lesbians, bisexual women, and trans
men (LBT) people’s organizations (LPOs) held their annual
general assemblies to highlight their accomplishments
for the past year, to review their tactical plans, bylaws
and constitutions, and to elect new officers. In addition,
they welcomed the newly-formed LPO—the Lesbian
Organization for Unity and Diversity (LOUD).
For the first time, GALANG local community
organizers, Leslie Ampo-an and Monica Limbaga served as
resource persons and discussed the Quezon City GenderFair Ordinance during the general assembly of Lesbians for
Rights (LFR).
Families, friends, allies, and GALANG representatives
attended the general assemblies to express their
unwavering support for the LPOs, and to impart messages
of encouragement and solidarity.

‘Bes, OK Ka Lang Ba?’: GALANG Shares
Baseline Study on LBT Well-Being

A 2014 report called State of the Global Well-Being published
by Gallup-Healthways reveals that participants who identify as
LGBT scored lower on well-being based on the measures used
in the study compared to their non-LGBT counterparts. The
study also finds that LGBT women in particular have significantly
lower scores than LGBT men. These findings prompted GALANG
to conduct its own well-being index study in order to develop
specific programs aimed at raising the well-being status of
Filipino LBTs.
In March, GALANG presented the study’s findings to key
allies and partners. Senator Risa Hontiveros, equality champion
and author of the SOGIE Equality Bill and the Mental Health
Bill, served as keynote speaker. The event was also attended
by esteemed resource persons, Dr. June Pagaduan-Lopez, a
prominent psychiatrist and professor, who advocates for LGBTinclusive and SOGIE-sensitive medical services, Atty. Germaine
Leonin of the Department of Social Welfare and Development
who is a strong proponent of SOGIE-inclusive anti-poverty laws
and programs, and Ging Cristobal of Outright Action International
whose work highlights the importance of community acceptance
in forming LGBT-inclusive laws and services.
In June, GALANG was invited to the Pink SONA, a forum
organized by the TLF Share Collective, Inc. and in partnership
with the LAGABLAB Network, Babaylanes, Human Rights Watch,
and Dangal National Network. GALANG Advocacy Program Head,
Gyknell Tangente delivered GALANG’s statement highlighting the
current situation of LBTs living in urban poor areas. Afterwards,
Research Officer, Kaye Cambare presented the results of the LBT
WBI baseline study to hundreds of LGBT leaders and allies.

GALANG Presents Baseline Study
on LBT Well-Being

March 17, 2017
UP Technohub, Diliman
Quezon City

Sharing Realities of LBT WellBeing at the Pink SONA

June 22, 2017
ICON Hotel, Timog Avenue
Quezon City

#HereTogether: Celebrating Unity in
Diversity with LPOs, Families, and Friends

Celebrating IDAHOT 2017 with
LPOs and Families

For almost a decade now, GALANG has taken advantage of
every opportunity to amplify the voices of LBTs living in urban
poor communities.

#HereTogether for Unity in
Diversity at the 2017 Metro
Manila Pride March

In May, GALANG hosted a film showing in celebration
of the 2017 International Day Against Homophobia,
Transphobia and Biphobia (IDAHOTB). In keeping with
IDAHOTB’s theme, “Families,” GALANG invited LPOs, their
families, and friends to the screening of a movie about the
struggles of an LGBT person in a heteronormative society.

May 27, 2017
NATCCO, Project 4, Quezon City

June 24, 2017
Plaza de Los Alcaldes, Marikina City

Marching for Equality Rights at
the 2017 UP Pride Parade
September 15, 2017
UP Diliman, Quezon City

Marching for Unity and Diversity
at the Quezon City Pride Parade
December 9, 2017
Timog Avenue, Quezon City

In June, GALANG was proud to march with other LGBT
organizations, LGBT rights activists, and allies at the annual
Metro Manila Pride March in Marikina City. Over 100 members
of GALANG’s partner LPOs attended the march together
with their friends and families. The event was a celebration of
diversity as a strong unifying force towards equality.
Later in September, GALANG marched with studentled organizations and other LGBT and human rights activists
at the annual University of the Philippines (UP) Pride Parade.
In solidarity with the theme, “UP Pride 2017: We Love
Equality,” GALANG waved its banners and joined in the call
for the passage of the long-awaited SOGIE Equality Bill.
In December, GALANG, together with its partner LPOs
marched along the bustling stretch of Timog Avenue, Quezon
City during the 3rd Quezon City LGBT Pride March. The
theme, “Pride in QC: Safe & Free,” is a clarion call to create
safe spaces, free from discrimination and violence against a
person’s SOGIE.

Amplifying the Voices of Urban
Poor LBTs and their Families in Asia

The last quarter of 2017 provided opportunities for GALANG
to engage with regional partners across Southeast Asia to
mainstream SOGIE-based issues in the Philippines, particularly
LGBT people’s exclusion from the country’s current social
protection policies.
In November, GALANG Research Officer, Kaye Cambare
presented the results of GALANG’s studies on the extent of LBT
inclusion in Philippine social protection policies and how Filipino
LBTs cope with economic disadvantage during the forum entitled,
“Barriers on Access to Social Protection” at the 2017 ASEAN
Civil Society Conference / ASEAN People’s Forum. Cambare
highlighted the limitations that urban poor LBTs experience vis-àvis membership benefits in social protection programs. She also
discussed pre-employment and workplace discrimination that
LBTs experience, which pushes them further into marginalization.
She finished her presentation by emphasizing the need to look
into the intersections between poverty and sexuality to make
ASEAN initiatives inclusive for all.
Within the same month, GALANG Advocacy Program
Head, Gyknell Tangente served as resource person on inclusive
and gender-responsive CSE at the 9th Asia Pacific Conference on
Reproductive and Sexual Health and Rights (APCRSHR).
In December, GALANG Deputy Executive Director, Maroz
Ramos talked about GALANG’s project on family acceptance at
the 7th International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex
Association (ILGA) Asia Conference in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
She highlighted the role that family acceptance plays in LGBT
advocacy.

GALANG Highlights LBT
Exclusion in Social Protection at
the 2017 ACSC/APF
November 10-14, 2017
UP Diliman, Quezon City

Highlighting Inclusive CSE and
Well-Being at the 9th APCRSHR
November 27-30, 2017
Halong Bay, Vietnam

Inspiring Family Acceptance at
the ILGA-Asia 2017
December 4-8, 2017
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Developing Straight Allies and
Establishing Community-Led Support Groups

Strategizing Action with Families
and Friends of LBTs

In 2016, GALANG launched its Family Acceptance and
Diversity (FAD) Initiative, which was a series of training
activities with families and friends of partner LPOs, aimed at
raising their awareness on basic SOGIE concepts and issues,
SOGIE-related laws and ordinances, and the role of family
acceptance in the overall well-being of LBTs.

Promoting LGBT Family
Acceptance with Regional
Partners

Working to establish support groups for LBTs in their
respective communities, GALANG assisted FAD participants
in crafting their action plans within the first quarter of 2017.
In February, GALANG shared their work on family acceptance
during the Regional Workshop to Promote Family Acceptance
of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and Queer
(LGBTIQ) Persons in ASEAN. Organized by the ASEAN
SOGIE Caucus (ASC), this workshop was an opportunity for
GALANG Project Officer, Ingrid Saplagio to discuss GALANG’s
family acceptance programs. Also in this workshop was
Research Component Head, Lynx Hufancia, and two previous
FAD participants, Leo Avila and Avelina Omaña who talked
about their personal journeys toward acceptance.

January 21-22, 2017
February 4-5, 2017
ICON Hotel, Quezon City

February 22-23, 2017
Brentwood Suites, Quezon City

TEAM Mag: Stories of Family
Acceptance with GALANG
October 21, 2017
Pineapple Lab, Makati City

In October, GALANG was invited to speak on family
acceptance during the launch of TEAM Magazine’s 10th issue.
Deputy Executive Director, Maroz Ramos shared insights
gleaned from GALANG’s FAD project.

Celebrating Triumphs of
Partner LPOs in their Local Communities

GALANG capacitates its partner LPOs for them to
become able leaders and efficient team players. As
a result of past capacity building activities, GALANG
is proud to share the accomplishments of its partner
LPOs in initiating their own activities held in their
respective communities and in partnership with various
organizations.

LOVE Supports Child Health with
Synchrony Financial

In July, Lesbian Organization against Violence and
Inequality (LOVE), together with Synchrony Financial—a
business process outsourcing company—hosted an
outreach program where they distributed hygiene kits to
children living in Barangay Bagbag.

August 30, 2017
September 27, 2017
Barangay Pansol, Quezon City

Within the third quarter of 2017, Lesbian Alliance
Movement (LAM) organized two feeding programs
within their barangay. These events are part of LAM’s
efforts to give back to their community.
Lastly, both LOVE and LOUD organized their own
activities in commemoration of All Saints’ and All Souls’
Day (locally referred to as “undas”). LOVE organized an
activity called, “LOVE for Undas,” where they distributed
refreshments to visitors at the Barangay Bagbag
Cemetery, Quezon City. LOUD organized a trick or treat
activity where they hosted games and handed out treats
to children living in Daan Tubo, Loyola Heights, Quezon
City.

July 29, 2017
Barangay Bagbag, Quezon City

LAM Gives Back through Feeding
Programs

Spreading LOVE on Undas

October 31, 2017
Barangay Bagbag Cemetery
Quezon City

LOUD’s Trick or Treat

October 31, 2017
Barangay Loyola Heights, Quezon
City

Continuing Efforts Toward Inclusive and
Gender-Responsive CSE

Training LBTs on SOGIE and
Comprehensive Sexuality
March 24-25, 2017
Antipolo City, Rizal

On SOGIE, Well-Being, and
Comprehensive Sexuality
September 30
October 1, 2017
Antipolo City, Rizal

Taking a closer look at existing Comprehensive Sexuality
Education (CSE)-related laws and policies in the Philippines
reveals its heteronormative underpinnings and failure to
address SOGIE. GALANG believes that CSE should be
inclusive of LBTs and should promote the well-being of all
individuals regardless of class, sex, gender identity, gender
expression, and sexual orientation.
In March, GALANG trained members of its partner
LPOs on the different elements of CSE, highlighting its
importance and relation to one’s well-being.
Later in September, GALANG invited allies, families,
and friends of LBTs to participate in the same activity. In
addition to basic concepts about SOGIE and sexual and
reproductive health and rights (SRHR), the participants
also learned about existing anti-discrimination policies that
help address discrimination and violence directed towards
persons of diverse SOGIE.

Discussing SOGIE with Future Economists and
Social Workers

Aiming to raise awareness among students and educators
on LBT people’s rights, GALANG Advocacy Program
Head, Gyknell Tangente gave a talk on SOGIE in relation to
academic programs in various universities.

Discussing Economic Impacts of
the SOGIE Equality Bill

In March, Tangente also served as one of the
resource speakers during the educational discussion
entitled, “KAPEKONOMIYA Kaleidoscope: An Educational
Discussion on the SOGIE Equality Bill in the Philippines,”
which was hosted by the UP School of Economics Student
Council. Tangente discussed the economic impacts of
the SOGIE Equality Bill, specifically its role in addressing
SOGIE-based discrimination. She also called for the need
for an audit of current social protection policies.

On Sexuality and Social Work:
GALANG Speaks at PWU Seminar

In September, GALANG took part in a seminar
entitled ‘Gender: It’s Complicated’ organized by the
Philippine School of Social Work of the Philippine Women’s
University. Tangente discussed basic SOGIE concepts and
the intersections between poverty and sexuality. Then, she
wrapped up the discussion by highlighting the roles of
social workers in advancing the rights of Filipino LGBTs.

March 23, 2017
UP Diliman, Quezon City

September 23, 2017
Philippine Women’s University, Taft
Avenue, Manila

LPOs Trained on Effective Leadership and
Project Management

LPOs Learn the Basics of
Effective Leadership
June 3-4, 2017
Antipolo City, Rizal

Enhancing Skills on Leadership
and Project Management
August 5-6, 2017
Antipolo City, Rizal

GALANG’s commitment is to empower its partner LPOs
through its capacity building activities. Among these
activities are leadership training sessions, aimed to train
LPO members to become able leaders and effective team
players.
In June, leaders from four (4) LPOs—LAM, LOVE,
LFR, and LOUD—were trained on basic leadership concepts
and skills, such as effective communication, cooperation,
and values formation, among others. In summary, this
training sought to share how the participants, as members
of their respective organizations, can become effective
leaders and team players.
In August, LPO leaders were trained on advanced
leadership skills, which included concepts and advanced
methods about project development, management, and
planning. The LPOs also learned more about alliancebuilding, networking, and public-speaking. To apply the
concepts learned, the LPOs prepared a project proposal in
video format.

Celebrating Progress in QC: GALANG Supports
Newly Appointed BPC Officers

In August 2017, the QC Pride Council (QCPC) convened
its members in a meeting facilitated by Mayor Herbert
Bautista. Here, he announced the selection of Nongovernment Organization (NGO) representatives of the
LGBT sector in QC. It was also during this meeting that the
Mayor announced the creation of barangay pride councils
across all 142 barangays in QC which shall be responsible
for overseeing the implementation of programs and
projects for LGBT people in their respective communities.
Since GALANG has been heavily involved in the crafting
of the QC Gender Fair-Ordinance and its implementing
rules and regulations, it was incumbent upon GALANG
to express intent to become a member of the council.
Currently, GALANG is one of the four NGO representatives
of the QCPC.
In November, GALANG attended the Barangay
Pride Council (BPC) Officers’ Oath-taking Ceremony
at the Hive Hotel and Convention Place, Quezon City.
The ceremony was initiated by the QCPC, headed by
Mayor Herbert Bautista and Councilor Lena Marie Juico.
GALANG Community Organizers, Leslie Ampo-an and
Monica Limbaga, alongside hundreds of BPC members
from different communities in Quezon City, pledged
their commitment in working with the QCPC to ensure
the effective implementation of the city’s Gender and
Development plans and programs in support of the rights
of LGBT people.

Barangay Pride Councils Pledge to
Support LGBTs
November 27-28, 2017
Hive Hotel and Convention Place
Diliman, Quezon City

LPOs Capacitated on Legislative Advocacy in
Response to Recent Developments

SOGIE Equality Bill Passes at
House’s 3rd and Final Reading

September 20, 2018
House of Representatives, Quezon
City

GALANG Conducts Training on
Advocacy and Laws

November 11-12, 2017
Ciudad Christhia, San Mateo, Rizal

Since its foundation in 2008, GALANG, along with allies
and fellow LGBT advocates has actively lobbied for the
passage of the Anti-Discrimination Bill. In September
of this year, the SOGIE Equality Bill (formerly the AntiDiscrimination Bill) was passed during the Third and Final
Reading at the House of Representatives. This landmark
bill seeks to prohibit discrimination on the basis of SOGIE
and its passage would count as a victory for human rights.
GALANG’s legislative advocacy efforts include
building the capacities of partner LPOs to advocate
for themselves. In November, GALANG conducted a
legislative advocacy training designed to encourage
active participation in the advocacy for equal rights. 20
members of GALANG’s partner LPOs learned about law
and advocacy concepts, and the legislative process of local
ordinances. GALANG Deputy Executive Director, Maroz
Ramos led an in-depth discussion on the implementing
rules and regulations of the QC Gender-Fair Ordinance
(QC-ADO), while Advocacy Program Head, Gyknell
Tangente highlighted the salient points in the SOGIE
Equality Bill. The training participants were tasked with
creating project plans based on the affirmative acts of the
QC-ADO, and GALANG is thrilled that the exercise yielded
plenty of fresh ideas to help the new advocates sharpen
their lobbying skills.

Promoting Inclusivity and
Equality in the Workplace

Back in 2015, GALANG signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with the Quezon City Public
Employment Service Office (QC-PESO) to strengthen and
sustain efforts in promoting and protecting equality in the
workplace. Under this MOU, GALANG and QC-PESO are
to jointly conduct training sessions on gender sensitivity
and equality to QC-PESO staff, partner employees, and
tripartite bodies. This MOU is a proud achievement
for GALANG and a testament of the Quezon City
government’s commitment to promoting the rights of the
LGBT community.
In February, GALANG Deputy Executive Director,
Maroz Ramos conducted an orientation on SOGIE, and the
employment and health provisions of the QC Gender-Fair
Ordinance to the administrative and medical staff of the
Far Eastern University-Nicanor Reyes Medical Foundation.
A few days later, Advocacy Program, Head Gyknell
Tangente and Research Component Head, Lynx Hufancia
facilitated another orientation to the staff of the Delos
Santos Medical Center.
Ramos also led an orientation on basic SOGIE
and the QC-ADO to 18 member companies of the QCTripartite Industrial Peace Council. The participants were
from various industries, including hospitals, labor, media,
manufacturing, and services.

Raising SOGIE Awareness in the
Medical Field

February 17, 2017
FEU-NRMF, Quezon City
February 28, 2017
De Los Santos
Medical Center, Quezon City

Continuing Efforts Toward
Workplace Equality

June 22, 2017
Rembrandt Hotel, Quezon City

Glossary of Acronyms
ACSC / APF ASEAN Civil Society Conference / ASEAN People’s Forum
APCRSHR Asia Pacific Conference on Reproductive and Sexual Health and Rights
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations
BPC Barangay Pride Council
CSE Comprehensive Sexuality Education
FAD Family Acceptance and Diversity
FEU-NRMF Far Eastern University-Nicanor Reyes Medical Foundation
IDAHOTB International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia
ILGA International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association
LAM Lesbian Alliance Movement
LBT Lesbians, Bisexual women, and Trans men
LFR Lesbians For Rights
LGBT Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, and Transgender People
LOUD Lesbian Organization for Unity and Diversity
LOVE Lesbian Organization against Violence and Inequality
LPOs LBT People’s Organizations
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
PWU Philippine Women’s University
NGO Non-Government Organizations
QC Quezon City
QC-ADO Quezon City Anti-Discrimination Ordinance (Quezon City Gender-Fair Ordinance)
QC-PESO Quezon City Public Employment Service Office
QCPC Quezon City Pride Council
SOGIE Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression
SONA State of the Nation Address
UNLAD Ugnayan ng Nagkakaisang Lesbyana Laban sa Diskriminasyon
UP University of the Philippines
WBI Well-Being Index

GALANG’s grassroots-powered and community-centered
work is supported by partners in the global ﬁght for human
rights and social justice.

Connect with GALANG!
Unit 312 Llanar Building, 77 Xavierville
Avenue, Loyola Heights, Quezon City
Metro Manila 1108, Philippines

GALANG Philippines

GALANGPhilippines@gmail.com
inquiry@GALANGPhilippines.org

galanglbtph

+632.435.4103
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